
Math 412 Daily Update Fall 2017

This Daily Update will be written as soon as possible after I finish teaching at 11:00. It will summarize what we did, correct errors and make clarifications, provide

important announcements, such as information about upcoming quizzes, and occasionally offer some general advice or opportunities for extra credit. Make a habit of

checking it frequently.

December 11, Monday: We did a worksheet which was supposed to give you a taste of Galois Theory—a
beautiful subject that combines everything you know from linear algebra and group theory into a story about roots
of polynomials. The worksheet was slow-going, mostly, I think because people seem to have forgotten a lot of what
they used to know about rings. This was a lucky chance: you now have the chance to go back and study, especially
chapters 4 and 5, which seem to have been forgotten (these cover the special case of Chapter 6 in which the ring is
F[x].) This will be on the exam.

Thanks for a great semester, one of my favorites yet in a great career of teaching at UM! Exam is Thursday, so
please study! I will be sending emails about study material, etc. Please fill out evaluations for me!

December 6 and 8, Wednesday and Friday: We talked about classical straightedge and compass construc-
tions, from ancient Greek mathematics. This is Chapter 15. The idea is that the gods have given us two points, O
and P . From these, we can use the straightedge to construct the line between the two points and the compass to
construct the circle through one point with a center at the other. We can then consider the intersection points of
the line and circle to be constructed points. And so on. The Greeks believe that all of mathematics could be con-
structed in this way, and they knew how to carry out many constructions, such as a regular hexagon. For example,
the length of the segment OP can be considered the unit length, which gives a system for measuring segments. In
class, we showed how using this we can construct the entire Cartesian coordinate system (an innovation from the
Renaissance, nearly two millenia later), which is really just an extremely useful notation for naming points in the
plane. We defined a real number to be constructible if its absolute value is the length of a constructible segment,
and showed that a point is constructible if and only if its coordinates, in our constructed Cartesian coordinate plane,
are constructible numbers.

We discussed the THEOREM: The set K of constructible numbers is a subfield of R. Because we constructed Z,
this theorem ensures that Q ⊂ K. The Greeks thought that Q = K. But they were wrong: the number

√
2 ∈ K \Q.

Another THEOREM: If λ is a a positive constructible number, then
√
λ is also constructible.

The Greeks thought that all numbers are constructible, including numbers such as 3
√
2 and π. They tried very

hard to construct 3
√
2 and π, but failed. There is a good reason for this, although they didn’t understand it: it is

impossible!
With our modern algebra skill, we can show that there are real numbers that are not constructible. In particular,

the number 3
√
2 /∈ K (as we will easily see). This also allows us to prove that certain constructions, such as trisecting

an arbitrary angle, are impossible with straightedge and compass.
There is a worksheet posted for you to go through this material on your own, as well.
For next time: Read Chapter 15 again; it should make more sense after today’s discussion. Finish the (final!)

problem set. Make up some true/false problems for bonus points. Start studying. I have posted some study materials
for the exam, and will post more. Exam is in one week (Thursday!).
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December 4 Monday: We took Quiz 11. We then worked on a worksheet about Cayley’s theorem. Cayley’s
theorem sounds hard to believe at first: Every finite group is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sn for some n. This might
seem to contradict all the work we did in Sn in which you showed that there are very few normal subgroups of Sn

but the point is that there must be tons of non-normal subgroups. [Besides the obvious normal subgroups of {e}
and Sn, the only other normal subgroup is An, and in the very special case were n = 4, there is also the subgroup
of order four 〈(12)(34), (23)(14)〉.]

It might be a good time to go back and about Cayley’s Theorem in the book, in Section 7.4, Theorem 7.21
and Corollary 7. 22. The author also states and proves Cayley’s theorem for infinite groups (the statement and
proof is the same as the finite case, but we can’t call the set of bijections Bij(G) by the name S|G| anymore, if
|G| = ∞.). The book’s proof is basically the same as ours (see the worksheet solutions) but because they do it
without introducing the formalism of group actions, it is somewhat more dense to read.

For Next Time: Read Chapter 15. You probably remember (if somewhat vaguely) that in high school you
learned how to bisect an arbitrary angle using a straight-edge and compass. But can you trisect an arbitrary angle
with ruler and compass? Surprisingly, the answer is no! It can be proved, mathematically, that this is impossible.
Nonetheless, many amateur mathematicians still try to do it! The article, What to do when the trisector comes,
by Underwood Dudley (posted on our page), gives a professional’s point of view on this phenomenon that you
may find interesting (or maybe even useful someday!)–at least, maybe you can be saved by becoming a trisector
yourself.

Of course, the final problem set is due Friday. Don’t forget to consider doing some T/F questions for bonus points
(up to 30+, which will go into the Quiz score total column after I compute that up...quizzes will be normalized to
be equal weight, the lowest then dropped, bonus points then added.).

Start planning your study time for the Exam, just over a week away! I have posted a write-up on Group Actions
since it is not in the book (bonus point here too, for typos, errors, unclarities.)

December 1 Friday: We worked on understanding the classification of finite abelian groups, using a worksheet.
You must memorize this theorem, and be able to use it along the lines of problem B on the worksheet. Problems C,
D, and E are pieces of the proof. If you do all these, or at least try all of these, and then read the proof in Section
9.2 of the text, I think the proof will make sense to you. For a challenge, you can do the proof yourself by following
the strategy outlines on the Worksheet Problem F (labeled bonus). Note: these ”lettering” of problems are slightly
different than on the hard-copy you were given.

For Monday’s Quiz: Expect to see problems similar to those today on Problem B. Expect to see something
related to playing around in S4 or S5. As usual, know your definitions and important theorems by heart! Expect to
see something from the ”easy” problem section (book problems in 8.4 and 8.5)...remember those? A good strategy
for this quiz and for the final will be to have an arsenal of examples at your disposal.

Wednesday November 29: We continued working on understanding the normal subgroups of Sn. Using the
worksheet, we saw that S4 has the following normal subgroups: {e}, S4, A4 and one more,

K = {e, (12)(34), (13)(24), (14)(23)},

which is a Klein 4-group. We saw this by analyzing the conjugacy classes in S4. I will write answers on the
worksheet. Interestingly, in S5 (and all Sn, for n ≥ 5), the alternating group An is the only non-trivial, proper
*normal* subgroup. This means that the only quotients of Sn are the trivial group, the whole group, and the group



{±}, except when n = 4, in which case there is also a quotient group of order 6. It might be worth your while to
analyze this quotient group S4/K to determine which group of order 6 it is isomorphic to.

For next time: Finish the Problem Set, our penultimate problem set! Please also Read 9.1 and 9.2, which is the
subject of Friday’s worksheet. To guide your reading, let me emphasize that what I hope you’ll get out of these is
mostly the main idea in 9.2, which is an answer to the question: ”Up to isomorphism, what are the finite abelian
groups?” So, when reading, maybe keep that question in mind. There will be no quiz Friday, but rather Monday.
Monday’s quiz will likely include some problems from the ”easy problems” on Problem Set 10 (the ones that are
not collected, in this case, from 8.3 and 8.4), which are excellent problems to test your understanding of quotient
groups (and not so easy after all). I highly recommend doing all of them before Monday. [Of course, worksheet
concepts/definitions are always fair game too.]

Monday November 27: Today we studied the conjugation action as a way to understand normal subgroups.
Exercise B on the worksheet was hard, so here is a proof:

THEOREM: Let G be a group and H any subgroup. Then H is normal if and only if

H = ∪h∈HO(h)

where O(h) = {ghg−1 | g ∈ G} is the orbit of h under the conjugation action.
PROOF: First assume H is normal. We need to show that H = ∪h∈HO(h). As usual, we prove each containment
separately. To see H ⊂ ∪h∈HO(h), take arbitrary h ∈ H . Then h ∈ O(h), so h ∈ ∪h∈HO(h). To see ∪h∈HO(h) ⊂
H , take arbitrary x ∈ ∪h∈HO(h). Then x is in one of these orbits making up the union, so write x = ghg−1 where
h ∈ H . We need to show that x ∈ H . But since H is normal, we know it is closed under conjugation, so ghg1 ∈ H
since h ∈ H . So we have shown ∪h∈HO(h) ⊂ H , and hence also ∪h∈HO(h) = H .

For the converse, assume ∪h∈HO(h) = H . We need to show that H is normal. For this, we need to show
that gHg−1 ⊂ H for all g ∈ G. Take arbitrary ghg−1 ∈ gHg−1, so that in particular, h ∈ H . But that means
ghg−1 ∈ O(h) ⊂ ∪h∈HO(h) = H . So ghg−1 ∈ H for arbitrary g ∈ G. Thus H is normal. QED

We then used this result to start analyzing the normal subgroups of S4 and S5. We will continue with this next time.

For next time: Problem Set due Friday. Read 9.1 and 9.2.

Wednesday November 22: Today’s class was hosted by the amazing Professor David Speyer. The worksheet
covered Public Key Cryptography. This is Chapter 13 of our textbook. Another good source is the article (link
posted on our webpage) “Prime Numbers Hide Your Secrets” by Edward Frankel, a mathematician (and author,
film-maker, all-around interesting guy if you start snooping around on google what else he is up to).

Over the break, while you are too full to move, you can complete the worksheet—in particular, construct your
own public and private keys, and send me your public key with an encoded message (your score on exam 1). If I
can decode it properly, you get 10 bonus quiz points. If you decode my response (save your keys!), you will get
another 10 bonus points. These go towards your quiz scores. The deadline on this bonus opportunity is the last day
of class.

For next time: Relax over the break, catch up on sleep, family and/or friends. Maybe some 412 reading. No
quiz Monday.



Monday November 20: We took Quiz 10. Then we discussed what “quotient group” has to do with “quotients”
in elementary school (division). The point is that the notation G/H , like the notation 12/4, has to do with dividing
G up (or dividing 12 objects up) into equal subsets with |H| elements (or 4 elements). In 12/4, we consider the
3 sets that result as telling us the quotient, 3. In G/H , we consider the cosets that result as the elements of the
quotient group.

After all this, we did not have much time but we did learn what is a simple group and prove that a finite cyclic
group is simple if and only if it has prime order. Please check your answers against the posted one because a lot
of students made serious errors (especially in Section 1). The source of the error: some students assumed that if d
divides |G|, then G would have to have a subgroup of order d. This is FALSE. There is a counterexample in S4 for
example.

For next time: Finish the worksheet, problems A and B. We will come back to C, D, E later, so no worries about
those for now. For next time, please read Chapter 13 on Public Key Cryptography. This is a very interesting topic
which should now be pretty easy for you to pick up. Try to get the main idea from the Chapter but don’t sweat the
details too much. You will do the details on Wednesdays worksheet.

FINALLY: I have never done this to my students before but I am skipping town one day early to drive my kids to
the east coast for Thanksgiving. I apologize in advance. However, I have lined up one of our best professors who is
a really neat guy and runs the REU program here to sub for me. He is David Speyer, and he should be good. I have
also labored extra hard on the worksheet. I think it will be good. I will try to be available for you by email over the
long weekend as well.

Friday November 17: We developed our understanding of quotient groups by working out several examples
carefully. We also got our first glimpse of the First Isomorphism Theorem for groups. NOTE: the worksheet you
got in class had an egregious typo in the statement of the first isomorphism theorem. Of course, the homomorphism
should be surjective!. It is corrected on the posted version. If you are gathering worksheets in an organized way (I
hope you are!), please download the corrected version so you don’t study the wrong thing!

For next time: Read 8.4. For the quiz, you may see something from 8.4 but also make sure you understand
all problems from the worksheets this week! In particular, be sure you can prove BASIC things. I heard a lot
of carelessness during discussions of today’s worksheet problem B(1), such as statements like ”H is a normal
subgroup of G because it is abelian.” This is bogus! [Why?] Careful thinkers should not throw around the word
”it” so lightly! What is ”it” here? Grammatically, it sure sounds like the speaker means H is ”it.” However, ”H is a
normal subgroup of G because H is abelian” is a completely false statement! To avoid losing points on Monday’s
quiz, you might want to be completely clear why this is false, and be armed with a counterexample, as well as a
proof of the correct statement the sloppy speaker of the word ”it” intended.

A problem set has been assigned, due December 1, which is the Friday after Thanksgiving.

Wednesday November 15: We worked on improving our understanding of cosets, normal subgroups and
quotient groups. This is the material from 8.2 and 8.3. If N is a normal group, then its left and right cosets are the
same, so we can just say ”coset” without extra adjectives. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. The notation G/N
denotes the set of all cosets of N in G. So G/N is a set of sets. We think of these sets as a partition of the set G into
equal-sized sets, namely, the cosets of N . One of these cosets is N itself (this is the coset Ne = eN ). The others
are Ng = gN where g /∈ N . Note that it can and usually does happen that Ng = Ng′ for two different elements g



and g′ of G...indeed, you should prove that Ng = Ng′ if and only if g ∈ Ng′. So we can represent any particular
coset by choosing any element in it, say g, and writing the coset as Ng. Any other choice of g′ ∈ Ng would work
just as well to represent this coset: there is no canonical representative in general for a coset.

We defined a binary operation on the set G/N . The elements of G/N are sets: we combine two of them by
picking any representative (member, or element) of each coset, say g from the first coset and h from the second,
and then combining g ◦ h using the operation in G. This is not a coset, but an element of G. However, it must lie
in exactly one of the cosets—this coset containing g ◦ h is how we define the product of the two given cosets.
In symbols: Ng ? Nh = N(g ◦ h). The definition in symbols is misleadingly simple: we must remember that
that elements Ng and Nh are sets and can be written in different ways! However, if Ng = Ng′ and Nh = Nh′,
then we proved on the worksheet that Ng ◦ h = Ng′ ◦ h′. So there is no ambiguity about what the “product” (or
”composition”) of the two sets is after all. This is not obvious and is only true because N is normal! Once you
know the operation is well-defined, it is relatively easy to prove that in fact, G/N with the operation ? is a group.

For Next Time: Webwork due 11:59 today. Problem Set due Friday. Please reread 8.3 and complete the worksheet.
We will continue understanding quotient groups next time; they are hard, and it will take time and deep thought.
You may need to reread 8.3 many times.

Monday November 13: We took Quiz 9. We then worked on understanding normal subgroups, which are a
special kind of subgroup. By definition, a subgroup H of G is NORMAL if for all g ∈ G, the left coset gH and
right coset Hg are the same set. You saw that if G is abelian, then every subgroup is normal. But in general, a
group can have some normal and some non-normal subgroups. In D4, for example, you should have computed that
the cyclic group of all rotations is normal but the cyclic group generated by one reflection is NOT.

For Next Time: Finish the worksheet, at least you should be able to finish B. Re-read 8.2 to solidify your un-
derstanding of normal subgroups, and try to the rest of the worksheet problems after that. Read 8.3, on quotient
groups, which is tricky so pay attention. It turns out that a normal subgroup is analogous to an ideal of a ring.
How so?

Also: do the webwork, and make major progress towards finishing the problem set.

Friday November 10: We studied the symmetry groups of the five platonic solids. The point was to find an
action of each group on set (we used usually either the faces or the vertices of the solid) to compute the order of the
group. A better version of the worksheet is posted.

For Next Time: Read 8.2. We will be discussing normal subgroups on Monday. To prepare for the Quiz, redo and
make sure you fully understand the worksheets from the past week on orbits, stabilizers and the the orbit-stabilizer
theorem. I will also ask one very basic thing from 8.2, so please read it carefully.

Wednesday November 8: The main points today were the definition of stabilizer and the orbit stabilizer
theorem. These both have to do with group actions, which is not in the textbook. Please carefully read and
memorize the definitions and theorem. We worked on a worksheet to help these ideas soak in. It is important to
recognize that when a group G acts on a set X , we get an orbit and a stablizer for each point x in X . The orbit of x
is a subset of X , whereas the stabilizer of x is a subgroup of G. The orbit of x tells us where x can go whereas the
stabilizer tells us about how x can stay put.



For Next Time: Practice more examples of orbit/stabilizer and the orbit-stabilizer theorem by finishing the work-
sheet. Know the definitions! You will get a very low quiz score monday if you can not state the definition of action,
orbit, and/or stabilizer. Work on the problem set. You were right and I was wrong. It is long and not so easy.

Monday November 6: We took Quiz 8. There is another version of Quiz 8 posted (the one I had intended to
give you) which you can do for practice and turn in if you would like feedback and/or to show me you know the
stuff. We then discussed group actions on sets. This is an important concept but not in the text. I will add it to
the Definitions document but also, be sure to read it carefully on the worksheets and do the worksheets carefully to
check your understanding.

For next time: Finish the worksheet! Memorize the Definition of Group Action and of Orbit. Finish the webwork,
make major progress on the problem set due Friday.

Friday November 3: The main idea of today was the idea of Cosets. Cosets are the analog of congruence
classes in an arbitrary group. For each group G and each subgroup K, we get cosets of K in G...the cosets partition
up the group G into non-overlapping sets of the form Ka = {ka | k ∈ K}. If we take the group to be (Z,+) and
the subgroup to be the group K = kZ of multiplies of some fixed integer k, then a coset of K is exactly the same
as a congruence class modulo k.

Using cosets, we proved Lagrange’s Theorem, which can be stated: for any group G and subgroup K, we have
|G| = |K|[G : K], where [G : K] denotes the number of distinct cosets of K in G. The point is that all cosets of K
in G have the same number of elements, so when we partition G up into its cosets, each of these cosets has exactly
|K| elements.

For Next Time: Reread Section 8.1. I think it will make more sense now, after struggling with the definitions on
the worksheet. In particular, read the proof of Lagrange’s Theorem. Finish the webwork due tonight at midnight
and start the new webwork due next week. Also, start the problem set.

Monday’s quiz will cover the material from the three worksheets this week on classifying groups, homomor-
phisms, and the definition and examples of cosets. I will not ask you for the proof of Lagrange’s theorem, but I
may ask you to describe some cosets in some explicit examples. In particular, problems D, E and F might be better
study problems than worrying about the details of proofs in A, B and C on today’s worksheet.

Wednesday November 1: We discussed a little about classification of groups of order 2, 3, 4, and 5 (and 6),
and classification of groups in general. By now, you should understand why there is “only one” group of order 2,
3, or 5 (or any prime order); by this we mean that all groups of order 2 are isomorphic to each other, all groups of
order 3 are isomorphic to each other, etc. Make sure you understand and can prove these facts; they were on
multiple worksheets but not always on page 1. There are exactly two different groups of order 4, up to isomorphism,
meaning that every group of order 4 is isomorphic to one of these two.

We then worked on the concept of group homomorphism: this is “simpler” than a ring homomorphism or a
vector space homomorphism (ie, linear transformation). But it is also less familiar so it is easy to make errors.

An important definition is the kernel of a group homomorphism (be sure you have memorized the definition) and
the THEOREM that a group homomorphism is injective if and only if its kernel is trivial (meaning, contains only the
identity element of your source). Be sure you can prove this efficiently.



We studied many examples of group homomorphisms, some injective, some surjective, some using additive
notation in the source but multiplicative notation in the target. Be sure you have an arsenal of examples so you can
easily confront TRUE/FALSE problems on the quizzes and final.

For next time: Problem Set 7 is due at the start of class friday, and Webwork 7.5 is due at 11:59 pm on Friday. I
was told that Problem 5 is now corrected but it was not true. I will make sure everyone gets credit, even if you have
run out of attempts because of the webwork bugs. Read 8.1 for Friday’s class. We will finally prove Lagrange’s
Theorem.

Monday October 30: We took Quiz 7. We then worked on classifying groups of small orders. Please go through
the worksheet at home, by yourself or with someone in the class, and make sure you can at least understand, using
the Sudoku rule and other basic facts about groups, exactly why there are exactly two groups of order 4. We call
these “the” cyclic group of order 4 and ”the” Klein 4 group. You should be able to give several different examples
of each type of group, and be able to describe isomorphisms between them. Another important point which you
probably didn’t get to but which you should work through on the worksheet to make sure you understand: Every
group of order p, prime, is cyclic. In particular, every group of order p is isomorphic to (Zp,+), so it is abelian.
Be sure you see why!

I am sorry about the state of the webwork. I was told it will be fixed by this evening. I will send an email as soon
I have checked it. If the delay causes you a burden, let me know and we will look into an extension. But I do want
to keep the deadline as Wednesday at midnight if possible, just to keep us moving along. I was glad most people
came to class for the quiz but disappointed that some people’s attendance has been dropping off. As you know,
attendance is required. For the next few weeks, I will be giving 5 points added to the total score to everyone who is
there on time when class starts. It is super important to be there in order to learn the material. It is harder to build
intuition for groups working alone.

For Next Time: Complete the worksheet. Reread all of Chapter 7. This is a good time to consolidate knowledge
before moving into Chapter 8. You can also read 8.1 which will be covered in class on Friday. Problem Set due
Friday. Don’t put it off to the last minute.

Friday October 27: We studied the symmetric groups in some detail today. This will be on Monday’s quiz!
Quiz 7 will cover the worksheets from this week, which is basically Sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.5. Section 7.4 will
not be emphasized, as we have mostly only used the word ”isomorphism” so far. I will ask you to state a definition
from the worksheets. You will need to know cycle notation for Sn. You will need to know how to compute orders
of elements in all the different kinds of examples you saw this week, including the notation of the worksheets
(like Zn, Un, D4, Sn and products of these). There will be at least one proof, not as trivial as last quiz, and it will
be a proof problem which appears on worksheets AND in the book in sections 7.1, 7.2 and/or 7.3. I was a bit
disappointed that many students have not done the reading. The best way to get caught up now is to READ 7.1, 7.2,
7.3 , 7.4 and 7.5. Then complete all three worksheets from this week (Basics are always most important so possibly
cycle through: do A first on all, then B on all, then C on all, etc) Check your answers **after** doing the work. If
you do this well, I can almost guarantee a high quiz score.

Many students struggled with cycle notation for elements of Sn. Please practice multiplying (composing) per-
mutations given in cycle notation DIRECTLY into cycle notation. It takes some practice but the investment is worth



it! To motivate you to practice, Monday’s quiz will have a problem just like this Example practice problem: Let’s
compute the product

(123)(234)(456)(45)(46)(123456).

This notation represents ONE bijective function from a set of six objects to itself. That one function is presented
to us as a composition of six such bijections. We figure out what function it is by computing where it sends each
object, one at a time, with the RIGHT-MOST function acting first, then the SECOND-RIGHT-MOST next, etc. So
for example, the function above sends,

1
(123456)7→ 2

(46)7→ 2
(45)7→ 2

(456)7→ 2
(234)7→ 3

(123)7→ 1,

meaning that the composition sends 1 7→ 1. This can be written, in short, as the 1-cycle (1). Likewise, we compute
where 2 goes:

2
(123456)7→ 3

(46)7→ 3
(45)7→ 3

(456)7→ 3
(234)7→ 4

(123)7→ 4,

so the composition sends 2 7→ 4. So far, we know the total composition, written in cycle notation will start out
(1)(24 . . . and the next thing to figure out is where 4 goes. So

4
(123456)7→ 5

(46)7→ 5
(45)7→ 4

(456)7→ 5
(234)7→ 5

(123)7→ 5,

so the composition takes 4 7→ 5. So in cycle notation, so far, we know that the composition is t (1)(245 . . . and the
next thing to figure out is what happens to 5. Compute

5
(123456)7→ 6

(46)7→ 4
(45)7→ 5

(456)7→ 6
(234)7→ 6

(123)7→ 6,

so 5 7→ 6 and we have figured out (1)(2456 . . . so far. We now need to figure out where 6 goes:

6
(123456)7→ 1

(46)7→ 1
(45)7→ 1

(456)7→ 1
(234)7→ 1

(123)7→ 2,

so 6 7→ 2 in the composition. So, so far, we know that the composition is (1)(2456) . . . . Now, we have determined
where 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 go. We still need to figure out where 3 goes. But these functions are all bijections! So the
only place to send 3 would be 3 itself! But, to be really sure, let’s check:

3
(123456)7→ 4

(46)7→ 6
(45)7→ 6

(456)7→ 4
(234)7→ 2

(123)7→ 3,

so 3 7→ 3. YES! Confirmation that we probably did the computation correctly. Thus, finally, the composition is
(1)(2456)(3). As a convention, we omit the 1-cycles from the notation, and write this as (2456). To summarize

(123)(234)(456)(45)(46)(123456) = (2456).

In particular, we see immediately that this is an order 4 element of S6.

Wednesday October 25: We learned LaGrange’s theorem: If H is a subgroup of a finite group G, then |H|
must DIVIDE |G|. We will not prove this until Chapter 8, but it is a good theorem to start memorizing because it
will help you with intuition as we explore many groups.

We then worked on a worksheet to practice our understanding and build intuition for groups, subgroups, the
orders of elements, subgroups and groups, and generators. My goal for you with this worksheet is to get more
comfortable with the group D4 and by extension symmetry groups of ANY regular n-gon (last time you did D3) as
well as the additive groups Zn and the multiplicative groups Un, and products of these.



For next time: Finish the webwork by midnight Wednesday and the Problem Set by Friday class. READ 7.5. This
is important so you will get the most out of Friday’s worksheet, which will deal with the Symmetric groups. I do
also hope that you will finish most of today’s worksheet eventually (I understand it may be tough by Friday). I will
soon post answers....note that problems C and D might actually be somewhat useful for some of the Problem Set
problems. You will see parts of the rest of the worksheet on monday’s quiz.

Monday October 23: We took Quiz 6. We then did a Worksheet in order to practice with the concepts of
group, subgroup, order of a group, order of an element of a group, subgroup “generated by,” and isomorphism. We
met two non-isomorphic groups of order 4: the cyclic group of order 4 and the Klein 4-group. A cyclic group is any
group that can be generated by one element. The Klein 4-group is any group of order 4 that is not cyclic—all such
are isomorphic to (Z2 × Z2,+). You can recognize a Klein 4-group by the fact that the three non-identity elements
in it have order 2.

For next time: RE READ through 7.4, carefully. Webwork! Problem Set!

About “Closure:” The book lists “closure” as one of the defining axioms of a group. However, this is redundant
(and silly, in my opinion); grown-up math books don’t do this. By definition of binary operation on a set G, if we
have a binary operation ◦ on G, then we are already given that g ◦ h is in G for all g, h ∈ G. I think they do this
because they have not defined “binary operation on a set” (although it is in Appendix B, page 514) or perhaps they
just want to emphasize that we always combine two elements of the group to get a third element of the group, so
you don’t have to remember what a “binary operation” is. Put differently, saying that ? is a binary operation on G
already means that the first axiom in the book’s definition of group holds. Most mathematicians would not call this
property “closure.” Probably in our author’s experience, maybe many students often forget that in a group, we need
to combine two elements to get a third in the same group, so he is re-emphasizing it.

So what, really does closure mean? There is a context where closure does make sense and is commonly used.
This is when we have some set G with an operation ? on it, and we are wondering whether some subset of G is
closed under ?. For example, we can consider the real numbers with the operation ×. The positive real numbers
are CLOSED under×, meaning when we multiply them (using the× from R), we still have a positive real number.
However, the negative real numbers are NOT CLOSED under the multiplication of R. Of course, multiplication is
NOT a binary operation on the set of negative real numbers.

Friday October 20: We started groups!. Please invest some quality time in understand the definition and many
many examples. There will be a quiz monday on the definition and examples. Also: Please read seriously: 7.1,
7.2, 7.3, 7.4. The main words to understand (for now): group, subgroup, order (two meanings), homomorphism,
isomorphism.

There will be webwork due Wednesday, stay tuned. Problem Set 6 due Friday Oct 27 as well.

Wednesday October 18: We learned about the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra which says that every
polynomial in C[x] has a root. As a corollary we proved that the only irreducible non-constant polynomials in C[x]
are the degree one polynomials, and the only irreducible non-constant polynomials in R[x] have degree one or two.

EXAM TONIGHT 6: 30 in NS NS 2140. Please arrive 10 minutes early, well-fed and well-rested.



For next time: Read the book, Chapter 7.1 and 7.2. Now is the time to turn over a new leaf, and always do the
reading before class so you will get the most out of the worksheets.

Friday October 13: We took Quiz 5. I understand many students found it difficult. The subject is indeed,
difficult. You are not alone. Feel free to show me your rewrite if you like, I will give you feedback and we will
make sure you understand. Also: the corrected version is posted.

We then worked on practicing with rings, ideals, and quotient rings. The answers are posted. These are all great
practice problems for the exam.

No problem Set or Webwork next week! Study for the Exam this weekend!
Exam Advice: The format is the same as Math 217 exams. You have 2 hours. The first page is 5 definitions,

which must be EXACT. Memorize the WORKSHEET definitions, not the book definitions. The second page is T/F
with justification. The third page is a ”computational” problem. Then the remaining problems are proof and/or con-
ceptual problems. Generally speaking, most of the problems will not be as hard as the hardest worksheet/homework
problems (though we will try to make at least one problem that is challenging). It is a much better strategy to be
solid on the definitions and basics.

I will office hours as always on Monday, 11-12. I will also announce a time/place Monday afternoon for addi-
tional questions.

My advice for studying is:
(1) Possibly, if you are lost, you might have skipped some readings. You might want to reread the relevant

sections: Chapter 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (except 4.5).
(2) Memorize definitions from the worksheets. I will try to post a document of definitions.
(3) Do the REVIEW QUESTIONS posted on the website. Be solid on the basics.
(4) Do the T/F practice problems as soon as I get them posted.
(5) USE THE WORKSHEETS: Memorize the definitions and theorems, then do Part A of all of them. Then go

back and do Part B on all. Then go back and do Part C of all. Then go back and do Part D of all.
(6) Click on the other instructor’s website (liked from ours). Do his worksheets too...many are slightly different

and possibly you’ll like the style better.
(7) Look over your homework and compare to the posted solutions. Learn from any mistakes you made.
(8) Get enough rest, exercise, and good food.

Wednesday October 11: We began mastering the First Isomorphism Theorem. You must memorize this
theorem exactly and be able to use it. Please complete the worksheet at least A, B, C, D. Read the solutions to
make sure you got the most out of these problems, as they are supposed to help you understand and appreciate the
First Isomorphism Theorem, which is really a pretty amazing theorem. I think B is especially useful for increasing
understanding so think deeply about it.

For next time: Quiz Friday. Webwork! Sorry about the bugs. Keep a list....if you are doing it right but being
marked wrong, I will manually give back credit. For next time: reread 6.2 and think about the ideas again. Also,
read 6.3 (and 5.3 which is special case of 6.3). Friday is our last class before exam day. Please collect the problem
set into TWO stapled sets: first 2 and last 3 problems split into two packs.

Monday October 9: We practiced with congruence modulo an ideal in a polynomial ring over a field. Let
I = (g) be an ideal of a ring F[x]. The congruence classes divide up the F[x] into non-overlapping infinite sets of



polynomials, where two polynomials are in the same congruence class if and only if they have the same remainder
when divided by g. This is just like in Z/(n) = Zn. Make sure you understand.

We then wrote up addition and multiplication tables for four different quotient rings of Z2[x]. All these rings
have four elements. But we were able to say that they were three different NON-ISOMORPHIC rings among them,
by studyinf the nilpotents and units in each.

For next time: Webwork! Some is hard. Problem set Friday, also hard. The midterm is ONE week from
Wednesday, and is a substantial part of your grade. You should read now 5.3, and 6.2, and 6.3 if you haven’t
already. There is a hard theorem in 6.2: the first isomorphism theorem. We will be working on that Wednesday.
The exam will cover everything in Chapters 1-6 with the exception of 4.5 and 4.6.

Friday October 6: We talked about congruence modulo an ideal in an arbitrary ring. Let I be an ideal of a
ring R. We can divide R up into non-overlapping sets, called congruence classes modulo I just like we did for the
integers. The congruence classes are SUBSETS of R. On today’s worksheet, we basically just practiced working
with the definition and notation. In Z, congruence modulo an ideal I is the same concept in fancy language as
“congruence mod n, where n is the (unique positive) generator for I . Make sure you see why.

We will spend a lot of time on congruence in polynomial rings F[x], where F is a field. This is chapter 5. Like Z,
every ideal of F[x] can be generated by one element. So two polynomials f1 andf2 are congruence modulo I = (g)
if and only if g|(f1− f2). Again, this is similar to Z—the rings Z and F[x] are similar in many ways, which always
goes back to the fact that both have a division algorithm.

IMPORTANT IDEA FROM THE WORKSHEET: Let R = F[x], where F is a field. Let I ⊂ R be the ideal generated
by g. Then every congruence class [f ]I contains the unique remainder r for the division of f by g. In particular,
[f ]I ALWAYS contains EXACTLY ONE element of degree < deg g. This is very much the same as what happens
in Z: every congruence class [n]d contains EXACTLY ONE r with 0 ≤ r < d. Again, it is the remainder when we
divide n by d.

For next time: Please complete the worksheet (don’t stress about the last problem...we will get to this later).
Now that you have learned “congruence modulo an ideal”, reread 5.1 and 5.2 with this in mind, making sure you
understand. Next week is our last week before the midterm, and the concepts are difficult. So come prepared to
work hard! Problem Set 5 is posted, and long. Start early. There is also webwork.

Wednesday October 4: We learned the definition of ideal. Please memorize the definition on the worksheet.
We practiced some examples, and learned what it means that a set of elements generates an ideal. Here is a good
way to think about “the ideal generated by a set {s1, . . . , st}” : it is simply the set of all R-linear combinations of
the elements {s1, . . . , st}. That is, the ideal generated by s1, . . . , st is the set

{r1s1 + r2s2 + · · ·+ rtst | ri ∈ R} ⊂ R.

(Be sure you see why this is an ideal!) You might think of this as the “R-span” of s1, . . . , st, to use a word familiar
from 217. We denote the ideal generated by {s1, . . . , st} by (s1, . . . , st). That is,

(s1, . . . , st) = {r1s1 + r2s2 + · · ·+ rtst | ri ∈ R}.
I have edited the worksheet to make (I hope) the idea of generators more clear.
Caution: There is a possibility for confusion with the notation: In the ring Z, for example, the notation (m,n) could
mean EITHER the greatest common divisor of m and n (as it meant in Chapter 1) OR the ideal in Z generated by
m and n (as it means in Chapter 6). [Again, the ideal generated by m and n is simply the set of all Z-linear



combinations of m and n.] There is not much to be done about confusion: both notations are common in math and
computer science. You are supposed to understand which is intended from the context; you will get better at this by
being careful and always making sure you know what kind of objects you are dealing with. Luckily, the notation is
not as confusing as it might seem because of the following theorem:
IMPORTANT THEOREM: In Z, the ideal (m,n) generated by m and n is the same as the ideal (d) generated by
their greatest common divisor. In symbols: for ideals in Z, (m,n) = (d).

An analogous THEOREM: Let F be any field. In F[x], the ideal (f, g) generated by two polynomials f and g is the
same as the ideal (d) generated by their greatest common divisor. In symbols: for ideals in F[x], (f, g) = (d).

There is a high probability that you will be asked to prove this theorem on a future Quiz or Exam. I highly
recommend trying to prove this yourself. Use basic 217 proof techniques: to show two sets are equal, show ⊂ and ⊃ separately. And to
show a set X ⊂ Y , start be taking an arbitrary element x ∈ X . Check your work against the Worksheet Answers.

Caution! There are rings with ideals that CAN’T be generated by one element! Can you find one?
For next time: Staple your problem sets in TWO sections. Problem 1 and 2 stapled together. Problems 3, 4,5
stapled together in a separate bundle. This is to make it faster for the graders to get the job done. Please finish the
worksheet for today, and go over the worksheets from last monday as well. We will have a quiz in which you will
be asked about the ring F[x] and its similarities with Z as outlined on Monday’s worksheet, with something about
ideals as well. The quiz will have at least one definition from the recent worksheets. MEMORIZE DEFINITIONS
EXACTLY AS ON WORKSHEETS (not the book).

We will talk about “Congruence Classes Modulo an IDEAL” next time. Please prepare by making sure you have
read 6.1, 5.1 and 5.2 (assigned previously).

Monday October 2: We practiced playing with the polynomial ring F[x], including the division algorithm,
some homomorphisms, the euclidean algorithm, finding GCDs. Please go over the problems and make sure you
can do everything F and ideally G.

For next time: Because the webwork was so bad: Do 4.2 # 5 a,c,e and check your answers in the back to make
sure you can do the Euclidean algorithm in the ring F[x]. I will ask you to do something like this on Friday’s quiz.
READ 5.1 and 5.2 carefully! Note that here we are seeing another way in which the polynomial ring F[x] and the
ring of integers Z are similar to each other: we can talk about “congruence classes in both” and again the set of all
equivalence classes forms a ring! There will be NO Quiz rewrites for Quiz 4 “for credit.” Of course, you can also
do the quizzes later for feedback if you miss class or want to make sure you understand.

Friday September 29: We took Quiz 3. It should be easy for you to assess how you did since all the solutions
can be found in the various course materials. If you are not satisfied, you can download the NEW VERSION of
QUIZ 3 I posted. I will average your scores.

We then began thinking about a particularly important class of rings: polynomial rings. The polynomial rings
over a field, in particular, are a nice class. In many ways, F[x] is very much like the ring of integers: it is a domain,
and most importantly, has a division algorithm. This means that all of the amazing things we did for Z which were
founded on the division algorithm can also be done for F[x]! For example, we can talk about GCDs, and even do
the Euclidean algorithm! Just like for Z, we can use this to prove a version of the fundamental theorem: Every
polynomial in F[x] can be factored into irreducible polynomials, and this factorization is essentially unique! See
Section 4.3 for a precise statement.



For next time: We will continue with an edited version of the worksheet, so you do not need to excessively
stress about getting through the entire worksheet on polynomials. It was purposely long. However, please review
the high school skill of polynomial long division in Section 4.1, and practice on the Worksheet (problem B). I will
expect you to have practiced this, so we can continue with the hard stuff. Read 4.3 (and reread 4.1 and 4.2). Start
the problem set! Do what you can on the webwork–the Euclidean algorithm problem might make more sense after
next class as we will practice it on the worksheet next time.

Wednesday September 27: We practiced understanding homomorphisms and isomorphisms using a work-
sheet. Please make sure you can do the entire first page. Quiz Friday: I will ask you something from the reading
in 3.2 or 3.3. I also will ask you at least one proof direct from each worksheet this week so make sure you can do
them all. You still haven’t been quizzed on Chapter 14 (the Chinese Remainder Theorem) so that is also a possible
thing I might test. As usual, please go through the worksheets and make sure you understand. There were typos
in today’s (in the charts for ♠ and ♥) so please use the corrected versions posted to do that problem. Understand
definitions and basics well! Do not stress about Problems F or G on today’s worksheet for this quiz.

For next time: Read Section 4.1 and 4.2 in the text. Of course, there is also a problem set due friday (and
webwork tonight!).

Monday September 25: We worked on developing an arsenal of examples and improving our understanding
of rings, domains, fields, subrings, isomorphism and homomorphism. Because of various issues, both sections
did not get to peacefully work on the worksheet as I hoped the whole time. As a result of this, we did not get as
far as I hope. Please go through the worksheet and make sure you can at least do A, B, and C, and ideally also D.
Section 1 peeps: go back and do A and B, check your answers against mine (also for C, D). Section 2 peeps: do C
and D. Don’t stress about E and F (though it never hurts to practice!). We’ll do similar problems next time.

Quiz Rewrite Policy: If you are not satisfied with your score, you have an OPTION to write a reflection about
each of your errors, with an explanation of the correct reasoning (and answer of course). This is optional, but due
FRIDAY, before we take QUIZ 3. Please ask me for your quiz (and problem set 1) if you haven’t gotten it yet!

No corrections on problem sets.
For next time: Pay careful attention to the worksheets! Makes sure you can do all the problems and check your

work...for today’s worksheet, make sure you can do through D. Re-read all of Chapter 3 if you haven’t yet carefully.
WEBWORK! And of course, don’t leave the problem set for the last minute!

You can start reading Chapter 4, sections 1 through 3. This will be formally assigned for Friday but it never hurts
to start early.

Friday September 22: We took Quiz 2. We then worked on some abstract ideas: the idea of a binary operation
on a set. A ring is a set with TWO binary operations on it. Any general fact you can proof about a binary operation
in general will apply to BOTH of the operations in ANY ring. You proved the following Fact: If a binary operation
? on a set S has an identity element, then it is unique. This means, with ONE proof, you proved that BOTH the 0 and
the 1 are unique in any ring, even some exotic ones you haven’t met yet! This is the power of abstract mathematics!

Not all mathematicians define ring in the same way. In particular, our book leaves out an important axiom of
a ring that nearly all modern mainstrream mathematicians would include. I will use the word ring to mean ring
with (multiplicative) identity. I will not give you any examples or exercises about “rings without multiplicative
identities”, even though there are some in the book. However, so as not to confuse anyone, I will try to always say



“ring with identity” like the book does. Because this is a weird use of language for me (and most mathematicians
today), I will inevitably forget sometimes. You can always ask for clarification!1

I posted on the cpurse website a paper by Bjorn Poonen, which gives a mathematical reason, in his opinion,
why the axiom on the existence of a 1 should be required in the definition of a ring. You may be interested to read
this. My reason for sharing this opinion is more basic: all the interesting examples of rings have a multiplicative
identity, and by taking this as an axiom, we can prove much better results. Yes, there are some natural objects (such
as the set of even integers) which are “rings without identy” but usually it is better to think of them as a different
type of object. For example, the even integers should be considered an ideal in Z, not a subring. More on this later.

FOR NEXT TIME: Finish the worksheet problems A, B, C, and D. Check your work against my answers! We
will be forging ahead. It may help to look over the entire Chapter 3 again while finishing. Maybe also meet up
with some classmates over the weekend. It is OK if you did not get to E yet, as we will do something similar on
Isomorphism again next time (but great if you go ahead and do E anyway for more practice).

BONUS POINT OPPORTUNITY: I will ask two students to present the proofs of B (3) and (4) at the start of class.
Please make sure you have a good proof by comparing to mine, and volunteer! Worth one bonus point each if you
give a nice concise and organized proof. You can email me if you have a strong opinion whether or not I call on
you to do this.

The idea of a ring is abstract, so make sure you can give many examples of rings, some subrings, some isomor-
phisms. Make sure you can state the definition of homomorphism. Our defintion will include an extra axiom over
the books: because 1 is a part of our structure, we will want our homomorphisms to preserve the 1 as well! Think
about what this means and what extra axiom I (and most modern mathematicians) include in the definition of ring
homomorphism.

Get started on the Problem Set. The problem set is pretty hard, I think.
Start Webwork 3. My apologies in advance if the webwork is buggy...let me know! Please keep a list (perhaps

start a file somewhere) of bugs you find in webwork, or any other feedback on webwork like confusing notation or
questions. People who make serious contributions to finding bugs or otherwise improving webwork will get some
bonus points. Of course, I especially need to know if you fail to get points you ought to because of a bug.

Wednesday September 20: We continued to understand the Theorem that Zn is a field if and only if n is
prime, focusing now on how to find the multiplicative inverse of a given (non-zero) congruence class. Worksheet
”Finding Inverses in Zn” walked us through it, including the proof of a more general fact: [a] is invertible in Zn if
and only if (a, n) = 1. Please finish and understand this worksheet for FRIDAY’s QUIZ.

We then started understanding the Chinese Remainder Theorem, using another worksheet entitled ”Systems of
Congruences.” This material is covered in Section 14.1, which you should read and make sure you can use to solve
systems of congruences. We will not spend more time on this in class, but you will see it on Webwork 3. You we
likely also see it on future Quizzes or Exams.

WEBWORK 2 IS DUE AT MIDNIGHT TONIGHT. Some of you have problems with bugs: if it asked you to enter
”n” for none and it didn’t like your answer, please let me know. 2

1Some mathematicians use “rng” to mean “ring without identity”. Note there is no vowel in this word.
2The webwork is being written as we go and will be buggy (sorry!). I myself have no access to it to debug, but I can fix your grade.

We will continue the project of making webwork for 412 next semester and will be hiring a former 412 student who can program to help.
Keep it in mind and let me know later if you are interested.



For Next Time: Read 3.3. There is a hard definition here: ring homomorphism. Pay attention! How does it
compare to the idea of a linear transformation between vector spaces? You will also be turning in Problem Set
2. We will have Quiz 2, which will make sure you know the Definitions, theorems, and algorithms from Chapters
1 and 2, as well as sections 3.1 and 3.2. As usual, the quiz will be heavy on ideas from the worksheets, so making
sure you understand them is always a good idea. I post answers for them....let me know if you see typos! I will not
test you on the worksheet ”Solving Systems of Congruences” until after you have had a chance to practice it with
webwork.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OFFICE HOURS: You know mine (on the website). But Jack Jeffries is also available
Mondays 1-3, Wednesdays 12-1, in his office 4827 East Hall. Also our course assistant Yifan Wu is available in the
Math atrium 5-6 on Thursdays.

Monday September 18: We worked on understanding the special cases of rings and fields of the form Zn,
using the worksheet called ”Properties of Zn.” The main theorem today: The ring Zn is a field if and only if n is
prime. Many groups finished the proof of this but some did not. It is always a good idea to finish the worksheet
afterward—I would prefer you go a bit slowly in class to get a deep understanding but then finish later if you
can...that is the good habit of an A student. At the very least, please make sure you understand the statement of the
Theorem and memorize the definitions ...that is the good habit of a student who just wants to pass 412 and even the
strong student who understandably may have other homework and commitments! If your group did not get to the
proof of this theorem, you will have a chance next time...but please re-read the proof in the book (page 40) so you
can move ahead quickly through this and start going ahead.

The webwork is hard! Be sure not to leave it to the last minute. Ditto the problem set.
For next time: Read 3.2 (and 3.1 again if you did not read carefully last time). You should be able to give me

many examples and properties of rings!

Friday September 15: The main idea of today’s class was this: there is a natural way to add and multiply
congruence classes modulo N . You may think you ”know how to do modular arithmetic” but please make sure
that you understand deeply that you are adding/multiplying SETS together (not ”remainders” or some other naive
way to think of congruence you may have seen before). If you write [a]17 + [b]17 = [a + b]17, how do you know
this is well-defined? That is, how do you know that the sum congruence class (here, the congruence class which
contains the integer a + b) does not depend on the choice of representatives (here, the integers a and b) for each of
the summand congruence classes.

We took Quiz 1. If you are dissatisfied with your performance, download the quiz, and for all the ”TRUE-
FALSE” questions, write down a proof or counterexample. If you turn it in before class starts, I will average your
two scores. This offer expires at 9:10 for Section 1 and at 10:10 for Section 2 on Monday Sept 18.

Homework: Read 2.3 again, and 3.1. Finish the worksheet. Ideally, finish the webwork (officially due Wednes-
day) and make serious progress on Problem Set 2 (due Friday Sept 22).

Wednesday September 13: We discussed the main ideas of the proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Arith-
metic, which you went through on the worksheet last time. We then did a worksheet on congruence modulo N .
Please pay careful attention to the definition of congruence and the definition of congruence class. Sometimes
students have seen it before in a way that is good for your intuition, but maybe not so good for rigorously working
with the ideas.



For Friday: FInish the Problem Set, Read 2.2 and 2.3. There is a quiz Friday, and then we will continue with
understand 2.2 and 2.3.

Monday September 11: We used a worksheet to appreciate how difficult the proof of the Fundamental
Theorem of Arithmetic is. You should have proved most or all of the Fundamental Theorem, depending how far
your group got. Now that you’ve thought deeply about the concepts, reread 1.3.

For next time: READ 2.1. Also, don’t forgot your webwork and problem set due later this week! Webwork due
Wednesday. Problem Set due Friday. QUIZ ON FRIDAY. If you have (or gave me already) an SSD form, please
show up 10 minutes early on Friday.

Friday September 8: We worked on a worksheet to master Section 1.2: the concept of greatest common
divisor and the Euclidean algorithm as a method to find it. An important consequence is a constructive proof of
Theorem 1.2: the greatest common divisor of two integers a and b (not both zero) is a Z-linear combination of a
and b. The proof of Theorem 1.2 using the Euclidean algorithm is different from the one in the book, which was
non-constructive, meaning that it doesn’t help us actually find the linear combination. The proof of Theorem 1.2 in
the book actually proves the following stronger theorem: For a, b ∈ Z, not both zero, the greatest common divisor
(a, b) is the smallest positive Z-linear combination of a and b. Please re-read the proof in the book to be sure you
understand it. We discussed it in class, though in section 1, if you were taking notes, I wrote ≥ 0 instead of > 0.
For technical accuracy, ALWAYS refer to the book; in class I am trying to explain concepts and intuition and will
make little errors like forgetting to say ”non-zero.”

EXAMS: Midterm Oct 18 6:30-8:30 pm. Final Dec 14 at 10:30am-12:30. Let us know NOW if you can’t
make it.

Assignment: Read 1.3. Ideally finish the webwork and make major progress on the Problem Set. Be sure to go
back over the worksheet and make sure you understand. Monday, we will prove the Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra.

Wednesday September 6: WELCOME TO MATH 412. We stated and proved the Division Algorithm, Section
1.1 in the Text. You must memorize the precise form of this Theorem. For next time, read 1.1 and 1.2. I will not “go
over” 1.2: you will work in class on a worksheet that assumes you’ve read 1.2 and can precisely state the following
definitions: “a divides b”, ”divisor”, “greatest common divisor.” Pop quizzes are always possible so be prepared.

It is wise to get going immediately on the Problem Set and the Webwork. The Problem set is already posted. You
will get an email as soon as the web work is live.

The final exam time has been set for Dec 14 at 10:30 am. Let us know NOW if you can’t make it.


